Sustained oscillations are frequently observed in biological systems consisting of a negative feedback loop, but a mathematical model with two ordinary differential equations (ODE) that has a negative feedback loop structure fails to produce sustained oscillations.
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The above model itself, however, did not produce sustained oscillations for many positive 110 parameter values tested (Ferrell, Tsai and Yang, 2011) . Only when a third chemical (three-ODE 111 extension, bi-stable trigger) or an undefined time delay is added to the 112 system, can it produce sustained oscillations (Ferrell, Tsai and Yang, 2011) . In the course of 113 further investigating this model, we have found mathematically that this model indeed cannot 114 produce sustained oscillations (App. A). 115 The role of short periodic reaction pauses in generating long oscillations 116 The failure of the above two-ODE to account for biological oscillations seems to be at odds with 117 experimental evidence, such as the oscillations observed with the Hes1 and Hes7 auto negative 118 feedback loops. We hypothesized that the reason for this failure is that a general characteristic of 119 biochemical reactions, i.e., the discreteness of the reactions, is missing from the model. 120 Discreteness is likely an important and yet overlooked feature of biochemical reactions as 121 discussed earlier.
122
To modify the above model to accommodate the stop-start nature of biochemical reactions, 123 we assume that one or more of the coefficients in Eqs.
[1] and [2] are periodic with the period(s) 124 in the range of a few seconds, and the system to be modeled is in a sufficiently small space inside 125 the cell so that all the molecules of the same species act synchronously. Since the exact function 126 of a periodic coefficient is unknown, we first test three common periodic functions for the 1 127 coefficient in the two-ODE system, including a sine pulse, a triangle pulse, and a sawtooth pulse 128 with a pausing period of 3 seconds (when ), App. B). In all three cases, a sustained ( ) = 0 129 oscillation with an approximately 1-hour period is generated (Fig. 1) . Interestingly, if we do not 130 allow pauses (when at all time), no sustained oscillation can be obtained for a wide ( ) > 0 131 range of parameters in the two-ODE system. Pausing in a periodic coefficient, therefore, is 132 sufficient and likely required for the two-ODE system to generate sustained long oscillations.
133
For further investigating the role of short periodic coefficients in generating sustained long 134 Since is discontinuous and therefore subject to the Gibbs phenomenon, i.e., the Fourier ( ) 148 series approximation overshoots or undershoots discontinuous functions at the points of 149 discontinuity (Foster and Richards, 1991; App C) . In most applications, the numerical noise 150 introduced by the Gibbs phenomenon is inconsequential, but in a non-linear system, small 151 changes in parameters can potentially have dramatic effects on the behavior of the system. In 152 order to mitigate the Gibbs phenomenon, we apply the technique of -approximation, which 153 multiplies the periodic terms in the Fourier series by a "smoothing" factor that mitigates the 154 over/undershooting (Hamming, 1987; App C) and yield erratic oscillations (in Fig. 3D and F). 
175
When pulsate terms are introduced into the model, stable oscillations can be 1 , 2 ,and 2 176 produced with a set of the parameter values (Fig. 4A ). Pulsate terms can also 1 , 2 ,and 1 177 produce stable but weak oscillations for another set of the parameter values (Fig. 4B ). Attempts 178 to find stable oscillations with the other possible combinations of three or four pulsate terms 179 were unsuccessful.
180
Our results show that one or more pulsate coefficients representing short reaction pauses in 181 the two-component negative feedback loop can produce sustained oscillations with ,
[6]
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205
We also numerically integrated the two-ODE pulsate system (Eqs.
[1] and [2] ) with short and 206 long periods of the pulsate function and otherwise identical parameters (Fig. 5C and D) . It is 207 apparent that increasing the time lag in the two-DDE system has the same qualitative effect as 208 increasing the period of the pulsate behavior in the two-ODE system: increasing the oscillation 209 period and the peak height. However, peaks produced by our model are not as uniform as those 210 produced by the two-DDE model in height and temporal separation. Also, in the limit of the two-211 DDE system where , the system approaches the two-ODE system without pulsate behavior →0 212 which is known to be stable. Correspondingly, as in the two-ODE pulsate system it also → 213 approaches the stable two-ODE system. Even though both the two-DDE and our two-ODE 214 models can produce similar oscillation outcomes, our two-ODE model is based clearly on a 215 physical mechanism whereas the two-DDE model is not. It is envisioned that in more complex 216 systems with numerous chemicals and multiple feedback loops, integration of additional ( ) 217 terms into expanded ODE models can be readily justified, which is not the case with the time 218 delay factors, τs, in expanded DDE models. 220 To investigate how increasing complexity affects our model, we expanded the two-ODE model 221 299 APPENDICES 300 Appendix A: Proof that the two-ODE System with constant coefficients cannot generate 301 stable limit cycles 302 We can use linear stability analysis to show that the two-ODE system with constant coefficients 303 cannot generate stable limit cycles. According to linear stability analysis, the stability of the 304 two-ODE system can be deduced from the Jacobian matrix of the system. -det ( ) .
318
In order to generate sustained oscillations at least one eigenvalue must have non-negative 319 real part and non-zero imaginary part. So there must be some such that, and
. First, we show that .
322 Since all parameters are positive, each of the terms are negative and thus . . We see that none of the cases satisfies the conditions for sustained oscillations.
Im ( ) = 0
326 Thus, the two-ODE system cannot generate sustained oscillations. 
.
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The symbol means that the Fourier series will converge to the target function in the limit, 3 52 except at discontinuities where it will converge to the average of the two discontinuous points. 353 We used these formulas to calculate the coefficients for a rectangular wave. We first calculated 354 the coefficients for a simple wave that has amplitude [0, 1] and is symmetric about the -axis (so 355 it starts halfway through the first pulse at ) and then we shifted and scaled the Fourier series = 0 356 accordingly.
357
Calculating : 
For an illustration of the difference between the -approximated Fourier series and the 387 unadjusted Fourier series see Fig. A.1, which shows a zoomed-in plot of during one of its ( ) 388 pulses. The -approximated series is a perfect horizontal line, while the unadjusted series has 389 some unwanted curvature. For an illustration of the numerical noises' impact on the integration, 390 see Fig. A.2 , which shows two versions of a two-ODE pulsate model with the exact same 391 parameters except one model's Fourier series are -approximated while the other model's 392 Fourier series are not. The seemingly insignificant numerical noise introduced by the Gibbs 393 phenomenon has a large effect on the final results, so it must be reduced. 
